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Approaching the Text 

In this issue we consider several approaches to text and the insights these may give to 
the teaching of Religion Studies. Ed Conrad takes a phenomenological approach where 
the reader is actively involved in creating the text's meaning and contrasts this with his
torical criticism where the text is seen as containing meaning and the reader is an objec
tive interpreter. Ed advocates this as the best approach to the Bible where both the 
authors and the backgroufJ§ history are uncertain. A special case for the female reader 
is made by Elaine Wainwright who considers the influence of different feminist views to 
appraoching text. Majella Franzmann explores the idea that recurrent themes in texts 
enabie. us to build a picture of those communities who produced and/ or used the texts. 
Eddie Crangle explores differences in cognitive style and their influence on preferred 
meditative styles and their associated worldviews in Eastern religions. He suggesys 
such analysis will enhance the understanding of text and thus contribute to the enrich
ment of Studies in Religion. 
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I want to address the issue, ''The Bibli
cal Text: Is it a Window or a Mirror?" I 
think that many read the biblical text with 
the assumption that they can see through 
it to realities that lie behind it: the world 
of ancient Israel or the world of the early 
Christian community and the intentions of 
its authors or redactors including their 
theological ideas, etc. It will be my con
tention that the text is more like a mirror 

in which our own world is reflected than 
it is like a window into the past. To under
stand my point of view, my discussion 
needs to be located in the context of 
broader changes that are occurring in aca
demic thought in general. It is becoming · 
increasingly clear that we do not simply 
know as detached and objective observers 
of reality. Everything we know we con
struct. For example, botany is not some-
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thing that exists out there in the world but 
is something we create to give order to 
the kinds of plants we encounter. In the 
same way religions do not exist in the 
world. When we study religions, we cre
ate them 1. We are not detached observers. 
We are not magnetic intellects that attract 
knowledge; we create it. What we know, 
then, is relative to who we are and where 
we are (our social location). 

While some tenns can quickly become 
j argonistic, the developments I have just 
mentioned can be broadly understood un
der the rubric of post-modem thought. 
(The use of this term, however, is not 
without its problems.)2 Feminist thought 
has been influential in these changes for it 
has become all too obvious to women that 
traditional knowledge has been con
structed by men. Often what women have 
been asked to study in academic disci
plines has ignored women's ways of 
knowing -of constructing the world in 
which they live. The same has occurred in 
third world countries where, for example, 
liberation theologians have argued that it 
is the poor and oppressed whose voices 
need to be heard. These voices have been 
a challenge to the rich and powerful who 
in the past have assumed the responsibil
ity of constructing knowledge of the real 
world according to the ways they experi
enceit. 

All of this has consequences for the 
way we interpret texts we read. We do not 
read as detached obseiVers but become in
volved in our reading, asking questions 
about ideas and characters we encounter, 
linking later parts of texts we read with 
earlier parts, etc. In short, when we read 
and interpret literature, we are actively in
volved in the creation of a text's meaning. 

The way of reading and interpreting 
the Bible that has become the mainstream 
academic discourse during this century is 
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called historical criticism. It is a method 
of inquiry that incorporates the main 
ideas of modem thought and is now being 
challenged by what I have referred to 
above as post-modem thought. Historical 
criticism works on the assumption that an 
interpreter can take a detached objective 
view of the biblical text. The text is seen 
as containing its meaning, like ore buried 
in the ground. The object of the inter
preter is to mine the text for meaning, al
ways trying to avoid becoming 
subjectively involved in creating mean
ing. This traditional historical-critical way 
of reading the Bible has assumed that the 
Bible is like a window through which we 
can see meaning, that the Bible is about 
the real world of ancient Israel or early 
Christianity, that we can look through it 
to see what was really happening. 

Developments in contemporary 
thought are challenging this traditional 
historical-critical way of reading and un
derstanding the Bible. Much historical
critical reading is coming to be 
understood by scholars as the interpret
ers' reflections in a text that is like a mir
ror rather than a window to the real world 
behind the text. 

The aims of historical-critical interpre
tation of biblical texts were twofold: (1) 
to understand the intentions of the authors 
of the biblical text, and (2) to situate those 
intentions against the historical back
ground in which the authors wrote. While 
this approach to the text had the advan
tage of freeing the text from the dogmatic 
theologies that made the text speak an 
alien theological language, it is increas
ingly being seen to be problematic. (Here 
I am speaking from my field as an Old 
Testament scholar, but what I say also re
lates to New Testament Studies.) The 
problems are: (1) that we have no idea 
who the authors of the biblical books 
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were, and (2) the historical background is 
not clear. Literary theory since the rise of 
the New Criticism and later with the emer
gence of structuralism has shown that the 
meaning of texts is not dependent on 
authorial intention. The New Criticism 
was a movement in English literature in 
the 1940s and '50s that contended that the 
meaning of a literary work was not to be 
understood "as the outpouring of the 
poet's soul, nor as a window in his [or 
her] world." Rather, the literary work was 
understood as an object that carries its 
own meaning. A literary work is some
thing to be looked at; it is not something 
to be looked through for meaning. 3 

Structuralism downplays the role of the 
author and focuses on the conventions 
that prevail in a culture for reading and 
writing literature. Here again the focus is 
on the text as an object of study and not 
realities behind the text such as the inten
tions of the author or historical realities. 
In light of these developments in literary 
theory (the New Criticism and Structural
ism), it becomes difficult to sustain an his
torical-critical approach that associates 
meaning with authorial intention or his
torical realities to which the text refers. 
To ignore developments in literary theory 
is to read the text as a special text, a text 
unlike other literature we encounter. This 
is an observation made by David Gunn 
when he says, "The life force of modem 
historical criticism was a detennination to 
deal with the biblical text in the same way 
as secular texts were treated, even if that 
should lead to the shaking of some dearly 
held verities. And that assumption, ironi
cally, is at the heart of the current chal
lenge which historical criticism faces - a 
chailenge to both its notion of history and 
its notion of texts. "4 

It is becoming increasingly clear that 
the biblical portrayal of Israel does not fit 
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easily into the world of ancient Palestine 
as it is being constructed by archaeolo
gists. It is now obvious that Israel did not 
move into the land of the Canaanites in a 
conquest or an invasion as depicted in 
Joshua. Since archaeology is showing that 
there was no material change in culture, it 
is apparent that Israel grew out of the Ca
naanite population and did not replace it. 
Furthennore, there is no archaeological 
evidence·for either David or Solomon or 
the large empire they were supposed to 
have ruled. All this suggests that the his
tory of Palestine was probably quite dif
ferent from that depicted in the Bible. The 
biblical narrative about Israel is better un
derstood as a construction of a past by a 
later community than· as a reflection of 
what really happened. Neither the authors 
nor the historical context in which the 
authors wrote is very clear. This requires 
us, then, to focus on the texts we read as 
literary constructions and not as transpar
ent data ,that allows us to see the ancient 
world as though through a window. The 
biblical text is not so much a record of 
events as it is an ideological construction 
of the past. 

While historical critics know that the 
Old Testament cannot be read straightfor
wardly as an historical account, they nev
ertheless take the broad picture as it is 
presented in the biblical narrative as reli
able. The biblical portrayal of Israel is 
used as an historical backdrop to trace the 
development of Old Testament books. 5 

But can we speak about a Y ahwist, for ex
ample, in the days of David or Solomon 
when we know this as an historical period 
from the biblical depiction? Can we speak 
of the prophet Isaiah when we have no 
way of knowing if there ever was a 
prophet Isaiah in eighth century Israel? In 
short, the data are missing for pursuing 
the two main aims of historical criticism: 
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to look for the intentions of the authors 
and to understand those intentions against 
the historical background in which they 
wrote. The Bible produced by unknown 
authors written against a background for 
which little or no data exists makes ap
proaches such as the New Criticism or 
Structuralism, which makes the text itself 
an object of study, appealing. 

More recently, however, contempo
rary literary theory has shown us that 
texts are not simply independent objects 
carrying meaning; readers are more in
volved in the production of meaning than 
we once thought. When we read texts, 
and this is true of texts such as the Bible, 
we will inevitably see ourselves reflected 
in the meaning that emerges out of the 
texts we read. Textual meaning, then, is 
not fixed but is reader dependent. This 
raises important issues for a text such as 
the Bible when it is read as authoritative 
scripture by communities of faith. The Bi
ble's meaning is not singular; its meaning 
is plural and dependent on the readers and 
the context out of which they read. Focus 
on the author and the historical context 
characteristic of historical criticism has 
been replaced by focus on the reader and 
the present context in which the Bible is 
read. 

The notion of fluid textual meaning is 
an important insight into the way the Bi
ble has functioned as an authoritative text 
in communities of faith. The interpreters 
of the biblical text, not the text itself, en
sure singularity of meaning. A text be
comes canonical and authoritative for a 
community when the plurality of possible 
meanings necessitates that an authorita
tive group of interpreters control mean
ing. At its inception the historical-critical 
approach to the study of the Bible freed 
the text from the control of communities 
reading the text through the lens of dog-
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matic theology. But since then, historical 
criticism itself has been domesticated by 
theological communities who fmd in its 
approach a way of controlling and limit
ing the meaning of the text.6 In the histori
cal-critical investigation of prophetic 
books, for example, this theological tam
ing has gone hand in hand with the grow
ing significance of the redactor. 
Redactional intentions are increasingly 
seen to be theological ones, and those 
theological intentions reflect the needs of 
the interpreter. For example, Roland Cle
ments speaks about the redactional his
tory of the Book of Isaiah in particular 
and prophetic books in general as follows: 

To trace the process of literary growth by 
which the Book of Isaiah came to assume its 
present shape is a task which cannot yet be re
garded as completed. The useful essays into 
tracing the redactional history of such a large 
and primary work have not yet achieved any
thing approaching a consensus regarding the 
relative dating of each. of its component parts 
and sayings. Nevertheless, it must be claimed 
that the recognition that such a redactional 
history was undertaken by ancient scribes and 
interpreters for profound spiritual and inter
pretive reasons is an important factor for us 
to keep in mind. The prophetic word of God is 
essentially a divine message concerning his 
actions and intentions towards his people. 
and it should not be surprising for us to dis
cover that it has been the continuity and con
nectedness of this divine purpose which 
provides the proper basis of unity in the four 
major prophetic collections.1 

Do we discover God's actions and in
tentions when we investigate the redac
tional history of a prophetic book? Or, do 
we project our own theological intentions 
into the text so that we see them reflected 
in mirror-like fashion in historical-critical 
investigation? I would argue - in light of 
the important role of the reader in the con-
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struction of meaning- that God's inten
tions coming to expression in the redac
tional history of Isaiah and other 
prophetic books, to which Clements re
fers, are mirrored reflections displaying 
his own theological interests. Historical 
criticism plays a major role in the con
struction of meaning in which is reflected 
the theological biases of the interpreter's 
community. Historical-critical scholars 
have tended not to recognise their own in
put as readers in the construction of a 
text's meaning because they do not ac
knowledge that as readers they bring 
strategies of interpretation to the text, 
which they utilise in the construction of 
meaning. Historical criticism, like all in
terpretation, is a reader oriented enter
prise. I was surprised, therefore, when I 
recently reread Julius Wellhausen's Prole
gomena to the History of Ancient Israel to 
look at a passage in which Wellhausen
for many the father of historical criticism -
reflects on himself as a reader of the Old 
Testament. He records his reading experi
ence toward the beginning of the book as 
follows: 

It may not be out of place here to refer to per
sonal experience. In my early student days I 
was attracted by the stories of Saul and 
David, Ahab and Elijah,· the discourses of 
Amos and Isaiah laid strong hold on me, and 
I read myself well into the prophetic and his- · 
torical books of the Old Testament. Thanks to 
such aids as were accessible to me, I even con
sidered that I understood them tolerably, but 
at the same time was troubled with a bad con
science, as if I were beginning with the roof 
instead of the foundation,· for I had no thor
ough acquaintance with the Law, of which I 
was accustomed to be told that it was the ba
sis and postulate of the whole literature. At 
last I took courage and made my way through 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and even 
through Knobel's Commentary to these 
books. But it was in vain that I looked for the 
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light which was to be shed from this source on 
the historical and prophetical books. On the 
contrary, my enjoyment of the latter was 
marred by the Law; it did not bring them any 
nearer me, but intruded itself uneasily, like a 
ghost that makes a noise indeed, but is not vis
ible and really effects nothing. Even where 
there were points of contact between it and 
them, differences also made themselves felt, 
and I found it impossible to give a candid de
cision in favour of the priority of the Law. 
Dimly I began to perceive that throughout 
there. was between them all the difference that 
separates two wholly distinct worlds. Yet, so 
far from attaining clear conceptions, I only 
fell into deeper corifusion, which was worse 
confounded by the explanations of Ewald in 
the second volume of his History of Israel. At 
last, in the course of a casual visit in Gottin
gen in the summer of 1867, I learned through 
Ritschl that Karl Heinrich Graf placed the 
Law later than the Prophets, and, almost with
out knowing his reasons for the hypothesis, I 
was prepared to accept it. I readily acknow
ledged to myself the possibility of under
standing Hebrew antiquity without the book 
of the Torah. 8 

It is useful to make some comments 
on Wellhausen's analysis of his reading 
experience in light of contemporary 
reader oriented literary theory. Well
hausen acknowledges in his examination 
of his own reading that he is not reading 
as a solitary reader. He brings to his read
ing, strategies for interpretation, i.e., he is 
a member of what Stanley Fish would re
fer to as a community of interpretation. 9 

It is this community that helps him to 
identify what to look for in his reading. 
This community is made explicit in Well
hausen' s comments. He refers to "aids ac
cessible to me," books such as Knobel's 
Commentary and Ewald's History of Is
rael, and contact with Ritschl. Indeed, as 
one reads Wellhausen' s account of his 
reading experience, it becomes apparent 
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that the issue of the priority of the Law 
was a community issue. His misgivings 
about the law as "foundation" when it 
seemed more like a "roof' to him were 
grounded in the community of Gennan 
Lutheran tradition. It was Wellhausen's 
own world, not the world of ancient Is
rael, in which the Law was discredited. 
To speak of the Torah as Law and to see 
Law in opposition to, for example, the 
prophets, is to reflect his own Christian 
world in which a clear distinction was 
made between the Law and the Gospel; it 
shows no appreciation of the significant 
role played by the Torah in Judaism.10 

When Wellhausen reads he does not peer 
through the text into the history of Israel
ite religion. The biblical text does not 
give him a view into two separate worlds 
that existed in Israelite religion: the world 
of the Law and the world of the prophets. 
The biblicai text can give us no such clear 
vision into the past. 

In making these obsetVations, I am 
suggesting that Wellhausen was a product 
of his own time just as all of us are neces
sarily shaped by the ideological worlds in 
which we live. We need perhaps to be 
more like Wellhausen in being candid 
about our feelings whe~ we read the text. 
What I do want to argue is that all read
ings, including Wellhausen's, necessarily 
reflect the world of the reader. To have al
lowed Wellhausen' s reading - a reading 
that is a product of Wellhausen' s nine
teenth century interpretive community -
to have become nonnative for subsequent 
Old Testament scholarship is to deny the 
biblical text a plurality of meanings result
ing from encounters with new readers as 
it moves into new contexts. To read the 
Pentateuch as source critics guided by 
nineteenth century readings is an attempt 
to control the text-to rob it of new life. 
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I have been critical of historical-criti
cism, whose father is Julius Wellhausen. 
Its practitioners, primarily those in theo
logical seminaries or university depart
ments of theology, have dominated 
academic inquiry. The appeal of histori
cal-criticism to Christian interpreters is 
clear because it follows the Christian prac
tice of looking for reality and textual 
meaning behind the text restricting mean
ing to the singular. uAnd the Word be
came flesh and lived among us ... " (John 
1:14). The Jewish procedure is different. 
Meaning is associated with the words of 
the text itself and the multiple meanings 
the text creates. uln the_ days of King 
David innocent children could interpret 
the Torah in forty-nine ways positively 
and forty-nine ways negatively" (Midrash 
Lev. Rab. 26). While Christians have at
tempted to restrict biblical meaning, Jew
ish interpreters, like many 
post-modernists, have celebrated the plu
rality of the Bible's meanings.11 As the 
Bible is now being read in secular univer
sity departments of religion and increas
ingly in departments of literature, its new 
settings will produce new and diverse 
meanings not restricted by the fonner 
dominance that historical-criticism has 
played in Christian theological communi
ties. Historical criticism has not been so 
much a window into the past as a mirror 
producing Christian reflections. 

Let us read the Bible as readers who 
read recognising that we are seeing our 
own reflections in the text. The biblical 
text, like any text, cannot speak for itself; 
only readers can give it expression. Only 
when we read with this recognition can a 
text communicate from the past. 

Let us celebrate the plurality of the Bi
ble's meanings. Welcoming new readers 
and new ways of reading will enrich our 
own experience of the text. The reflec-
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tions of many readers will show the pris- . 
matic character of the text Just as a prism 
shows the different reflections of light so 
the reflections of many readers show the 
richness of the text 
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Rereading the Grand Narrative 
Feminist Interpretation of the Christian Scriptures 

Elaine Wainwright 
Catholic Theological College, Banyo 

I take the title of this essay from Rosi 
Braidotti who categorises one of the func
tions of current feminism in terms of a re
reading of the grand narrative of Western 
history: 

What seems to be at stake ... is the rereading 
of the grand narrative of rationality, and of 
the history of thought, in order to inscribe in 
it the living presence of women in their multi
plicity ... any labour of feminist reflection is 
above all creative labour. Women's thinking 
is always oriented towards creation, in sev
eral ways at once: whether it looks to the 
past, to recover cultural traditions and ways 
of knowing by women that have not been pre
served by mainstream culture, or whether it 
aims at illuminating a present that women 
often experience as conflictual and contradic
tory, in feminist thought critique and inven
tion progress together. 1 

Within theological studies undertaken 
in the context of the christian tradition or 
within the study of Christianity from a re
ligious studies perspective, the Christian 
Scriptures would be considered "the 
grand narrative" and during the last two 
decades, feminist scholars have reread 
that narrative from both a critical and a 
creative point of view. Indeed it is that 
two-fold perspective not as oppositional 
but as interactive that has characterised 
the feminist project within biblical inter
pretation as it has within most other disci
plines. Given the particularity of each 
discipline, however, the feminist project 
takes on its own unique coloration within 
each. In this essay, the focus will be on 

the face of feminist interpretation that has 
emerged in biblical studies and more par
ticularly in the interpretation of the Chris
tian Scriptures. 

Within the last twenty years, feminist, 
womanist and mujerista interpretations of 
the Christian Scriptures have increased 
significantly.2 Hence, the terrain to be ex
plored is quite complex. I have, therefore, 
chosen a map which may be consistent 
with the theme of Religion and Text 
which characterises this edition of the Re
view. 3 The paths followed will be that of 
Text, Reader, and Context (key aspects of 
contemporary biblical hermeneutics gen
erally) as these have been laid within 
feminist interpretation of the Christian 
Scriptures. It will soon become clear, 
however, that these paths are not distinct 
but will continually cross one another 
within the analysis. 

Engaging the Text 

One of the most commonly held as
sumptions of feminist biblical criticism is 
that the text itself has been produced in a 
context which is patriarchal and that it 
therefore encodes patriarchal structures 
and androcentric perspectives from that 
context. Decades of feminist studies in
volving women from different cultures, 
classes and religious traditions have, how
ever, nuanced the understanding of patri
archy so that Elisabeth Schussler 
Fiorenza now defines it as a "pyramid of 
multiplicative oppressions" [gender, race, 
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class ... ], with the top of the social pyra
mid being occupied by the 'master' class. 
To better describe this she has coined the 
term 'kyriarchy. '4 Within feminist analy
sis of biblical texts, therefore, attention is 
given to the encoding not only of gender 
but also of class, ethnic and religious 
structures, some of which were oppres
sive and continue to be so if reinscribed 
• • . 5 tn mterpretattons. 

For christian feminists the way for
ward has not been significantly different 
from that experienced by all feminist in 
the face of the grand narratives of their 
history. Teresa de Lauretis and Rosi Brai
dotti recognise feminists' situatedness 
within patriarchy, shaped as they are by 
its grand narratives as well as their sub
ject position on its edge. So too feminist 
biblical scholars [whether christian or 
post-christian] are situated within patriar
chal christianity as a result of its cultural 
as well as religious impact and yet now 
stand on its edge undertaking a rereading 
similar to that in which other feminists 
are engaged. For the feminist interpreter, 
therefore, the approach to the text must be 
critical, seeking to identify and·decon
struct the gender, ethnic, class and other 
layers of oppression encoded in the text. 
This is generally combined with an inter
pretation of the text which contributes in 
a variety of ways. to the transformative 
agenda of feminism, shaping new femi
nist subjectivities for those for whom the 
Christian Scriptures still function as are
source for liberation and available to 
those whose culture has been shaped by 
those scriptures. 

Within this perspective called femi
nist, there is a variety of approaches de
pending on the type of feminism within 
which a particular interpreter stands and 
its goal, attitudes to their christian tradi
tion, and many other factors. 6 One exam-
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pie of these different nuances is seen in 
the goal of a feminist reading of the Chris
tian Scriptures enunciated by Sandra 
Schneiders and Elisabeth Schussler 
Fiorenza. For Schneiders it is "enhanced 
subjectivity" which she says belongs fi
nally to the sphere of spirituality? For 
Schussler Fiorenza-it is "moral delibera
tion and practical solidarity in the midst 
of diverse and often competing struggles 
for liberation".8 These, in fact, are not 
necessarily in conflict but can be inte
grated into the personal, spiritual and po
litical lives of many women and men 
within the christian tradition today who 
are appropriating the fruit of feminist bib
lical interpretation. 

There are, however, those studies of 
women in the Bible or biblical world 
which claim an objective, value neutral 
approach to and for the text. I would hesi
tate to call such studies feminist since 
they reinscribe the androcentrism ar1d pa
triarchy of the text without critique or 
transfonnative reconstruction and inter
pretation. 9 

Returning to the feminist approach, 
there are various positions taken toward 
the canonical or authoritative nature of 
the text within the christian tradition. For 
theologians Letty Russell and Rosemary 
Radford Ruether, a central biblical princi
ple or norm [a "canon within the canon"] 
is used to critique androcentrism and patri
archy within the biblical text, the christian 
tradition and their contemporary context, 
thereby situating the authorising principle 
within the text. Elisabeth Schussler 
Fiorenza, on the other hand, shifts the lo
cus of authority to the community or 
ekklesia, and in particular to the commu
nity struggling against oppression in all 
its guises which she calls the ekklesia of 
women. Within her approach, the biblical 
text functions as "formative root-model" 
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containing within it traces of liberation 
and oppression as early christian readers 

10 read their "texts" and contexts. For her 
the emphasis rests on the reading of this 
text within the contemporary struggle for 
liberation. Although many feminist bibli
cal scholars have not articulated their posi
tion theoretically as Schussler Fiorenza 
has nor have they shifted the authoritative 
locus so completely to the community, 
they are similarly engaged in a rereading 
of those texts as "critical praxis of libera
tion", for the transfonnation not only of 
feminist subiectivities but also of church 

d . I1 an SOCiety. 
For feminist historians of early Christi

anity and formative Judaism as well as 
for feminist biblical scholars whose inter
est is the reconstruction of early Christian
ity, the Christian Scriptures are one 
historical source among man1 others 
both literary and non-literary. 2 They do 
not, however, regard the text as value-neu
tral historical data but rather as "perspecti
val discourse" produced within patriarchy 
and hence carrying the codes of both op
pression and resistance within that cul
ture. Ross Shepard Kraemer provides a 
detailed analysis of the methodological 
difficulties faced by feminist historians 
who seek to bring women's experience 
and attitudes to the centre of their histori
cal project. Among other factors, she 
names the paucity of material written by 
women because of the control not only of 
writing but also of its transmission by 
men, the male perspective on women in 
much of the written documentation, and 
the difficulty of hearing any voices of re
sistance.13 Drawing on the sources that 
women have uncovered as well as re-in
terpreted and using a feminist critical 
method, these historians have recon
structed the early centuries of the Com
mon Era so. that it accounts for women's 
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experience within and contribution to the 
shaping of the societies and religious tra-
d. . . 1 d 14 ttions tnvo ve . · · 

Recognising The Reader 

In more recent years, contemporary 
biblical henneneutics has shifted its focus 
from the author to the reader and, influ
enced by current trends in literary criti
cism, has created an awareness among 
biblical scholars of the different readers 
who can be identified and evoked within 
biblical interpretation. 

Beginning with the feminist 
reader/critic, it is clear that she or he 
shapes interpretation by the choice of exe
getical method/s to be employed. There is 
a recognition by these scholars, however, 
that these methods have generally been 
constructed within an approach to knowl
edge and appropriation of meaning that 
presumes objectivity and value-neutrality. 
Feminist interpreters have, therefore, used 
these methods but in the context of a criti
cal re-evaluation of them within the femi
nist paradigm. The most comprehensiv~ 
articulation of this is contained in Volume 
One of Searching the Scriptures in the 
section entitled "Scrutinizing the Master's 
Tools: Rethinking Critical Methods" in 
which a number of scholars who have, in 
fact, employed these methods analyse 
their use by a wide range of feminist inter
preters. The notes and recommended read
ings at the end of each article provide a 
very extensive introduction to methodo
logical developments in feminist biblical 
interpretation within the past two decades. 

Those using the newer literary critical 
methods, combined in some instances 
with a socio-historical approach, define 
the reader as internal ["the reader the im
plied author has created"], external ["a 
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historical audience that the critic con
structs from information about read
ers/hearers at the time the text was 
written"] or implied [who "exists at the in
tersection of textual structures and per
spectives that control any reading and 
positions outside the text from which the 
text must be read"].15 The methods they 
employ are narrative criticism, 16 reader-

. . . 17 d h . al18 response cntictsm an r etonc or 
socio-rhetorical criticism 19

. Their femi
nist perspective, however, raises ques
tions of gender, race and class in relation 
to the way each of these readers is con
structed. Since, however, the implied, in
ternal and external readers have been 
shaped by patriarchal ideology, 20 it may 
be necessary for the real reader/critic to 
read "against the grain" of this ideology. 
On the other hand, the above questions 
open the way to hearing the dissident 
voices in the text and constructing those 
external readers who may have been re
sisting readers in their context. 

Locating the Context 

Within both the theory and the praxis 
of feminism there is a growing recogni
tion of what Donna Haraway calls "situ
ated know ledges. "21 The various 
socio-political," cultural and religious loca
tions of feminist biblical interpreters are 
providing a context within which their in
terpretive work is undertaken and from 
which they are critiquing the dominant 
voice in the field which tends to be white 
Euro-American. 

Renita Weems says of her text, Just a 
Sister Away :A Womanist Vision of 
Women~ s Relationships in the Bible,22 

that she published the book because she 
was "fed up with having to make 
do .... weary of having to insert my reality 
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into other women's writings."23 Within 
Latin America, liberation theology, done 
from a women's perspective "not only 
deals concretely with daily experience, 
but it is the basis, the point of departure 
for their theological work" according to 
Elsa Tamez, Mexican biblical scholar. 
From her experience among her Hispanic 
sisters, she goes on to say that "theology 
is transformed by the incroporation of 
women's life experience, especially that 
of the poor."24 Teresa Okure, African bib
lical scholar, says of African women theo
logians that "they freely use the term 
feminist but give it their own particular 
content" as she demonstrates in her article 
"Feminist Interpretations in Africa. "25 Ko
rean, Filipino, Japanese and other Asian 
scholars also find that their contexts pro
vide a unique location for feminist bibli
cal interpretation.26 Anne Pattel-Gray in 
her article in the forthcoming Freedom 
and Entrapment, critiques the interpreta
tions of the christian tradition by those 
she calls "white church femi~sts" from 
the perspective of an Australian Aborigi
nal woman, challenging Australian schol
ars to a more nuanced approach to social 
location 27 

The presence of Jewish feminists bibli
cal scholars among those interpreting the 
Christian Scriptures and reconstructing 
the history of early Christianity28 and 
their critique of feminist anti-Judaism 
within biblical interpretations has like
wise challenged those feminist interpret
ers who stand within the christian 
tradition to·a consciousness of the anti
Jewish bias within the text of the Chris
tian Scriptures as well as christian 
interpretations of it. 29 This, however, is 
not just a question of context nor does it 
concern only feminist interpreters but 
demonstrates how an ethical issue arising 
in a contemporary context, namely anti-
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Judaism, needs to be taken into account in 
all readings of the Christian Scriptures 
lest we reinscribe it in our interpretations 
as we do patriarchy and androcentrism. 

Certainly many other factors contrib
ute to an interpreter's social location and 
influence interpretation but this brief 
analysis will suffice in showing the way 
in which a recognition of context has con
tributed to a wealth of feminist biblical 
scholarship. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, let me reiterate that at 
this point in time, feminist interpretation 
of the Christian Scriptures is indeed inter-

. al 30 I . . dial 'th .c • • natton . t ts tn ogue wt 1emtmst 
critical theory, literary criticism and the 
social sciences as well as biblical henne
neutics and methodological studies as has 
been demonstrated. It seeks to address the 
academy as well as the ekklesia.31 It is, in
deed, a rich terrain about which much 
more could be said. The map of text, 
reader and context has, however, allowed 
for its partial exploration and provided, I 
hope, the pointers for those who wish to 
wander further afield. 
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Reading the Nag Hammadi Texts for the 
"Community of Producers/Users" 

Majella Franzmann 
University of New England 

The Nag Hammadi writings (some
times called the Coptic Gnostic writings), 
which consist of a total of fifty-two trac
tates (twelve of which are duplicates), 
were discovered in late 1945 in the Nag 
Hammadi region in Egypt. As with the 
Qumran writings discovered also in the 
mid-20th century, these texts are of im
mense significance for the study of the re
ligions of the Graeco-Roman world, in 
this case especially Gnosticism and its re
lation to a number of other traditions in
cluding Judaism, early Christian 
traditions, Zoroastrianism, Greek philoso
phy, and so on. However, the collection 

of texts from Nag Hammadi differs from 
the Qumran writings in that it is not a rela
tively homogeneous set of writings, but 
certainly originated from different com
munities, some with a very definite ten
dency toward Gnostic belief, (whether 
that be firmly set within a Christian belief 
structure or only faintly influenced by 
Christian themes), others in which the 
presence of fully-fledged Gnostic con
cepts and themes are debatable. 

Because of the presence of so many 
Christian writings in the collection, we 
can say that the community of users (ie 
the community which possessed the texts 
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before they were deliberately hidden) 
must have placed itself somehow within 
the broad range of groups calling them
selves Christian, although what kind of 
Christians they were is not so obvious. 
There has been much debate on the de
gree of Gnosticism present in the various 
texts. If there are Gnostic and non-Gnos
tic (or even anti-Gnostic) writings alike, 
how could one community have ascribed 
with any degree of serious commitment to 
so many seemingly different ideas and be
liefs? 

The question itself may not be particu
larly helpful. There may not have been 
such an emphasis in the community on 
distinguishing so clearly the demarcation 
lines beloved of modem western scholars, 
and yet on the other hand, as we shall see 
below, the communities of producers (ie 
the communities from whom the texts 
originated) were often at pains to distin
guish themselves clearly, often with quite 
a degree of vehemence, from other 
groups who also called themselves Chris
tians. Of course some texts may not have 
been used as much as others but one must 
assume that all the writings were at least 
available to some of the people in this 
community. If Gnosticism focuses more 
on an individual's spiritual experience 
than on that of the community as a whole, 
then perhaps the fact that there is such a 
wide range of texts in the collection sim
ply means that the individual differences 
of the community were taken into account 
rather more than any attempt to preserve 
some homogeneous community orthodox 
position. 

The writings were gathered together 
and buried intentionally, away from the 
community in whose possession they 
were. Why does one bury writings instead 
of burning them if there is some per
ceived danger to the community, such as 
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an investigation into its orthodoxy or oth
erwise? It would seem to me that texts 
considered worthless or heretical by the 
community would be more easily dis
posed of in the fire. Destruction of the evi
dence demands less effort and less 
subsequent danger than a careful burial. 

I have reflected on my own library as 
a paradigm for understanding what the 
collection might have meant to the com
munity of users. My books include 
"friends" and "enemies", as w~ll as others 
of a more neutral nature. The "enemies" 
are not meaningful or helpful to me in 
any sense except that they are necessary 
under the old adage, "Know thy ene
mies". Burning them would cause me no 
distress, only some inconvenience. Those 
of a neutral nature include reference 
books and the "classics" which one reads 
for the historical background to one's 
area of study or thought world. The 
"friends" are those books I fmd most 
meaningful, which have given me much 
food for thought over the years, which 
have provided exciting starting points for 
new ways of thinking, those which have 
touched my soul... 

Which books would I bury, when un
der threat of some kind, and try to pre
serve rather than bum? I have never been 
in a life-threatening (or even a job-threat
ening) situation because of the books I 
have on my shelves, so it is hard to imag
ine the conviction needed for such a deci
sion about preserving books. I can only 
assume that the community which pos
sessed the Nag Hammadi texts considered 
those texts they buried to be of positive 
significance for themselves, either for the 
community as a whole or for some indi
viduals within it. 

Of course, other scenarios are possi
ble. Perhaps some of the texts were con
sidered to be more dangerous than others 
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with which they had been collected in the 
same codex. Rather than tear out the dan
gerous ones and bury them (a surely suspi
cious sign to anyone investigating the 
library contents and finding codices with 
pages tom out!), the whole codex was bur
ied. Maybe .the situation was entirely dif
ferent to what I have envisaged. Perhaps 
there was a heterodox group within the 
community who were expelled, together 
with their books, and these were buried 
on the way, with a view to later retrieval, 
because there was no way of transporting 
them safely at the time. Whatever the sce
nario, we are probably right in assuming 
that either the community as a whole or a 
smaller group within it could be desig
nated as the community of users. 

In each of the texts we find clues to
wards identifying a certain community 
thought-world from which the material is 
influenced and towards which the text is 
addressed, so in this way it is possible to 
speak of reading the texts to gain some un
derstanding of communities of producers. 
At the same time, we are able to assume 
certain things about the community who 
would collect such texts. They have obvi
ously felt that various themes in the texts 
were important as guide or exhortation. I 
do not assume that the communities of us
ers can be in any way mirror images of 
the community of producers, but if we 
fmd some themes appearing over and 
over, we c~ assume that these themes 
had some significance for both producers 
and users alike. 

What I propose to do here is to pro
duce a kind of composite picture from the 
whole collection of an ideal community, 
one that holds as significant all the main 
themes of the collection. Of course no 
such ideal community existed, and this 
method simplifies some of the difficulties 
(one has to consider frequency or infre-
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quency of occurrence of concepts/themes 
as indicating relative importance, compos
ites of themes and how single themes are 
given their meaning by the other themes 
with which they are connected, and so 
on), but at least it is a place to start. Thus 
the first activity towards identifying such 
a community of the texts involves looking 
for common self-descriptions, concepts or 
themes. Despite the difficulties of attempt
ing to make a single portrait of "a commu
nity" from the texts which are so diverse, 
there are some common features we could 
outline. Although not all the themes and 
concepts are given equal weighting in all 
the writings, we can say that, in general, 
none of the writings deny these basic 
themes. 

a. Insight (gnosis) 

Most importantly, the texts witness to 
a conviction that salvation is a matter of 
insight or recognition of one's heavenly 
origin and destiny, hence the tenn Gnos
tic for those who hold this belief. I shall 
continue to use the tenn "Gnostic" in a 
general sense to characterise the members 
of the community of users, not meaning 
of course that I believe that the commu
nity belonged to any fully-fledged Gnos
tic group, but rather that they held the 
belief in insight as salvific along with 
other features listed below which are char
acteristic of what we might call Gnosticis
ing groups (on the way to fully-fledged 
Gnosticism). I would also call them Chris
tians, as I have written above. 

Such insight is revealed to, or better, 
awakened in the Gnostics by saviour fig
ures like Jesus. It is an individual experi
ence of one's self, a recognition of what 
the Gnostic already possesses. The 
Apocryphon of James tells us that Jesus' 
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invitation is actually not the way by 
which people enter the kingdom of 
heaven, but rather by their own fullness 
which is of the Spirit (2.28-33). Jesus ex
horts believers to become better than him
self(6.19), to hasten to be saved and if 
possible, to arrive even before himself 
(7 .10-15), for thus the Father will love 
them (7.15-16). 

In general it could be said that insight 
hinges on three "moments"; that is, the 
origin and destiny of the Gnostic, and the 
present reality of his/her situation. In The 
Book of Thomas the Contender, for exam
ple, Thomas is exhorted to examine him
self and learn who he is and how he was 
and how he will be, since it is not fitting 
for the brother of the Saviour to be igno
rant ofhimself(138.7-12). In this way he 
will be called "the one who knows him
self' (138.15-16). The Teachings Sil
vanus tells us that when believers truly 
know themselves (ie their birth from their 
first father, God, and their mother Wis
dom [91.14-16], their original substance, 
race and species, their original divine na
ture [90.29-31; 92.10-15]), they are able 
to know God, Christ, the Spirit and the 
heavenly powers (117 .3-5). 

Lack of insight or knowledge is not 
simply ignorance, but risk, danger, liabil
ity. The Dialogue of the Saviour 134.1-24 
contains a long exposition on the conse
quences of a lack of knowledge which 
can be summed up simply - if one lacks 
knowledge of something, that thing will 
be overpowering (eg fire, wind) or that 
thing is worthless (eg baptism) or one's 
fate will be caught up irretrievably with 
that thing (eg perishing with the body). 
The final statement picks up a common 
theme of the Gnostics: one who does not 
understand how s/he came will not under
stand how s/he will go, and this person is 
at home in this world (not a stranger to 
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it), and will be humiliated along with the 
world (134.19-24). 

(b) Union 

1. Union with the Lord who is 
known or who is the source of knowl
edge. 

Themes of love and friendship with 
the Lord are directly linked with the in
sight of the gnostic. Teach. Silv. exhorts 
believers to know who Christ is and ac
quire him as friend (110.14-15). In Tri
morphic Protennoia., the Word is the 
Beloved (49.11) from whom the commu
nity receive the revelation of the Light, 
which is the knowledge of their true na
ture (their origin in the Light) (47.22-23; 
49.20-23; 49.9-11). 

There are a number of fairly common 
images which develop the theme of union 
with the Lord; for example, the vine/tree, 
branches, roots and fruit in The Interpreta
tion of Knowledge 19.26-36, and Christ 
as the sun, and the believer as his beams 
in The Treatise on. Resurrection. 45.31-
39. 

2. Union within the group of believ
ers 

The theme of union among the group 
of believers occurs only rarely within the 
collection of texts. This is not unnatural in 
a group where individual practice and in
sight is the norm or focus of the group 
identity. Where the theme does occur, it 
seems to be more as a result of the exter
nal circumstances of the group than as a 
strongly held conviction springing from 
the belief system itself, a sign of the ne
cessity of bringing the group together 

f . 1 more strongly because o persecution. 
With so much emphasis on individual 

insight and the gifts that flow from it, it is 
hardly surprising that inevitably jealous-
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ies erupt within the group of believers. 
The example of The Interpretation of. 
Knowledge will suffice here. The text pre
sents the relationship of the Son to his 
smaller brothers as a pattern for the rela
tionship between the brothers themselves 
(15.19-38): that he was sent for them 
(14.28-29), humbled himself on their ac
count (10.27-30; 12.22-23), that he loves 
them (15.18), and is not jealous but re
gards himself as a brother and gives grace 
(15.17-19, 23-26). They must not be jeal
ous of one another's spiritual gifts since 
by their relationship as members of the 
same Head, all share in each other's gifts 
(16.18-38; 18.28-38). That the friction 
within the group is of gravest concern can 
be shown by the way in which jealousy is 
ranked on a par with ignorance (passim 
within 17 and 18). To share in true heav
enly hannony requires reconciliation with 
one another in the earthly realm (18.22-
27). 

(c) Conflict with other groups. 

As insight and what it produces in be
lievers can be a source of disunity among 
the members of the same group, so it can 
also be the occasion for conflict outside 
the group. In the First Apocalypse of 
James, James is opposed because he 
knows the roots of his aggressors, who 
they are, what kinds they are and so on 
(25.21-23). Some texts witness to violent 
persecution by those who are ignorant, 
without insight. The Interpretation of 
Knowledge describes enemies who exist 
in the flesh and are senselessly mad, who 
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are persecuting the community to death, 
tearing apart what appears to be them (the 
physical bodies of community members) 
as if they could hope to find them, but all 
in vain (20.24-26, 30-37). 

Some polemic in the texts is reserved 
for Jews (e.g. The Second Treatrise of the 
Great Seth which calls them the "unsee
ing ones" [65.2-4; 68.25]), but most is di
rected against other Christian groups, 
Gnostic and non-Gnostic alike. The Gos
pel of Philip presents a situation of two 
communities in contention, both of whom 
are using the same tenninology and ritual 
practice, and both calling themselves 
Christians. The community of the text 
sees itself as continuing in the line of the 
apostles (62.6-7; 74.16-18), although 
even the apostles and the apostolic men 
were "Hebrews", the designation given by 
the community of the text to those whom 
they oppose, of whom they were fonnerly 
a part (52.21-24). Hebrews are those who 
have received something other than the 
Lord, since instead of having the name of 
Christian as a gift, they have borrowed it 
and have not understood it (55.29-30; 

2 62.6). 

(d) Dualism 

Dualistic images and binary concepts 
are prevalent in the texts, mirroring the 
situation of groups in conflict with the 
world and with all others who are strang
ers to them. Some examples from The 
Gospel of Truth are summarised in the fol
lowing table: 
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the world vs the heavenly region 

deficiency, envy, strife 
multiplicity 
terror 
emptiness 

unity and perfection (24.20-26) 
unity (25.10-19) 

imperturbability ( 42. 7) 

ignorance (sleep, nightmare, terror) 

(e) The world 

The texts hold a fundamentally nega
tive view of the world (kosmos) as either 
inherently evil, or as imperfectly (perish
ably) created, or as the domain of the evil 
powers, or as some combination of all of 
these. As a corollary of this, the human 
body, as the means of being in the world, 
is evil, a product of the archons, and the 
means by which the Gnostic is impris
oned in the earthly context. The negative 
view is exemplified by The Interpretation 
of Knowledge in its description of the 
world as the place of unbelief (1.35-37), 
the "pit" into which believers have fallen 
from the heavenly region, having been 
brought down (by the Demiurge?), bound 
in nets of flesh (6.28-29). 

Gnostics are basically strangers in this 
world, since their real homeland is the 
heavenly world. The Acts of Peter and the 
Twelve Apostles makes this clear by de
scribing the setting of the community as 
the worldly city, Habitation (10.3), in 
which they are strangers and seiVants of 
God (5.10-12) and in which they must 
spread the word of God (5.12-14) and 
heal all those who believe in Jesus' name 
(10.4-6; 10.33-11.1). Believers must en
dure in this city which is full of apostasy 
and difficulties (7.3-14), since those who 
endure the burden of the yoke of faith 
will be included in the kingdom of heaven 
(7.15-19). Likewise in The Apocryphon 
of John, believers who are in the flesh, 

fullness (36.21-34) 
wakefulness (28.32-30.14; 32.26-34) 

bear this state while they look expectantly 
for the time when they will be met by the 
receivers (25.33-26.1). All that is needed 
is endurance to fmish the good fight and 
inherit eternal life (26.3-7). 

(f) Worldly existence 

The communities of the texts have no 
interest in worldly existence per se and no 
interest at all in issues of social refonn or 
transfonnation. The world is simply the 
setting for the conflict with the powers. 
Most often the works of the community 
are expressed in tenns of battle against 
the archons. The Sophia of Jesus Christ, 
for example, exhorts believers to tread 
upon the malicious intent of the archons 
(108.15-16; 119.1-4), an activity which 
parallels to a certain extent both the work 
of the drop of Light/the sons of Sophia 
(107.16-108.5), and the Saviour (Godex 
Berolinensis 8502 121.15-122.3; cf. also 
BG 104.11-12). Even in this same text, 
where the activity of the believers is de
scribed as missionary preaching (a surpris
ingly constant theme in the writings), it 
should be seen in tenns of cosmic strug
gle rather than as missioning earthly in
habitants. With the final commissioning 
by the Saviour: "I have given you author
ity over all things as sons of Light that 
you might tread upon their power with 
your feet" (119.4-8), the Gnostic receives 
authority for dealing with the ar
chons/powers of the cosmos. Perkins in-
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terprets the activity of treading as the ap
ostolic preaching of the Gnostics, linked 
to the defeat of the powers3 (cf. also the 
missionary preaching in the Letter of Pe
ter to Philip which clearly entails a strug
gle against the archons; 137.22-27). 

(g) The future aspect of present 
existence 

Some texts emphasise that the believ
ers are already enjoying a heavenly exist
ence even as they must endure within the 
earthly context, although not all are as ex
plicit as the Gospel of Philip in its asser
tion that one must experience resurrection 
in this earthly context before dying, if one 
is to be saved and not end up in "the Mid
dle", which is death (66.7-21). The Con
cept of our Great Power asserts that the 
community has already found rest in the 
heavens (42.30-31) and has come to be in 
the unchangeable aeon (48.12-13). This 
sort of imagery and approach to the world 
fits well with the idea of the Gnostics as 
liminal groups; that is, those who are nei
ther at home in the world nor yet fully at 
home in the heavenly region, those who 
live constantly here in the in-between, a 
"world between worlds". 

Ingvild Gilhus' study of the gnostics 
as pennanent liminal groups captures this 
aspect of their existence very clearly.4 

Drawing principally on Victor Turner's 
outlme of the three phases of rites de pas
sage (separation, limen [margin] and ag
gregation), Gilhus identifies gnostics as 
pemianent liminal groups, characterised 
as those experiencing a period of transfor
mation and danger after separation from 
the world, while the heavenly region or 
fullness of salvation is not yet attained. In 
this liminal stage, the gnostic receives 
gnosis and experiences communitas ("a 
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relatively undifferentiated community of 
equal individuals under the authority of 
the elders or the instructors" [119]) which 
opposes existing social structures and 
maintains the unity of the group. The anti
structural element of this existence finds 
its expression in such associated aspects 
as ecstasy as the means of revelation, and 
status reversal. Kurt Rudolph's charac
terisation of Gnosticism as on the border
line geographically, politically and 
culturally adds further support to Gilhus' 
paradigm of liminality.5 

The liminal aspect of Gnostic exist
ence can be found illustrated in parallel 
structures of the texts. We could easily in
vestigate in more detail here, for example, 
the structure of the earthly and heavenly 
regions with their various borders and 
means of access, with the "Middle" fonn
ing a kind of liminal ground between. 
Then there is the structure of the heavenly 
hierarchies, many of them triads, the most 
important often including Sophia or the 
Logos as some "in-between-worlds" char
acter.6 The Jesus figure too is a liminal 
figure. Indeed, he could almost be said to 
be a prototypical figure for Gnostic self
understanding in this regard. 7 

Like the Gnostic, the Jesus of the texts 
is one who inhabits a sort of middle 
ground by his sojourn in the earthly re
gion. He is a heavenly character outside 
of his "nonnal" heavenly context who has 
somehow made himself accessible within 
the earthly context, in particular to those 
Gnostics who are trapped there, but like 
himself do not belong there. Like them, 
he is a stranger to this world. 8 

This "between worlds" state is taken a 
step further in some writings in which the 
Jesus figure is between heaven and earth 
in another way; that is, between resurrec
tion and ascension. He has left the earthly 
region in a sense but has not fmally re-
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turned to the heavenly region.9 However, 
given the nature of the Gnostic Jesuses in 
general, there is really no need to posit 
some kind of special new heavenly aspect 
to the post-resurrection Jesus who reveals 
further secret knowledge. He is already, 
even in the earthly context, a character be
tween "worlds". 

There is danger even to a heavenly fig
ure in this kind of earthly existence, and 
the texts attest to suffering and persecu
tion.forJesus. Danger is experienced 
above all in the return journey to the heav
enly place of origin, the most intense ex
perience of liminality, where often the 
process involves a conflict with Death or 
Hades or the archons. Those who under
take the journey, Jesus and the Gnostics 
alike, are in the dangerous spaces be
tween worlds, where the forces of evil or 
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chaos rule. This is the rite de passage par 
excellence. 

In summary then, the texts identify a 
group of people whose origin and destiny 
is in the heavenly region. Though strang
ers to this earth, they are trapped here and 
are forced to endure a fleshly existence in 
a kind of in-between state between being 
awakened to their real identity and the re
turn their true homeland. The revelation 
or awakening experience has been given 
by a saviour figure who is united with 
them, who is himself a stranger between 
worlds, and his revelation is concerned 
most often with secret knowledge which 
is important for the experience of that fi
nalliminal state of the journey between 
this world and the heavenly world after 
death. 
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Nagel. Wissenschaftliche Beitrage, Martin
Luther-Universitllt, Halle-Wittenberg 39 (K 
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Rudolph sees the advent of Gnosticism as 
partly a reaction to the Roman imperial occu
pation of the East and speaks of its rise in the 
large cities, "und zwar in der Hauptsache an 
der Grenzlinie zwischen Orient und Rom". It 
is not only politically but also culturally "on 
the edge": "Das ... Doppelgesicht der gnostis
chen Mythologie: das hellenistische Gewand 
tiber einem orientalisch-jtidischen KOrper 
wird verstandlich durch die Situation der hel
lenistischen Stiidte, wo bekanntlich beide Tra
ditionen aufeinanderstie~n und auch einen 
sozialen Konflikt zum Ausdruck brachten." 
(25) 
6 Gilhus also includes Ialdabaoth as a paradig
matic figure for the Gnostics' liminal state; 
Liminal Symbolism, pp 121-4. 
7 Cf. my forthcoming article with Michael 
Lattke, "Gnostic Jesuses and the Gnostic Je-
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sus of John." Festschrift Kurt Rudolph. diago
nal-Verlag, Marburg, 1994, pp 143-54. To
gether with Jesus I would add the Adam 
character in some writings as prototypical of 
the Gnostic's liminal experience. 
8 Cf. my article, "Strangers from Above: An 
Investigation of the Motif of Strangeness in 
the Odes of Solomon and Some Gnostic 
Texts." Museon 103, 1990, pp 27-41. 
9 Many assume that this can be said for the 
writings in general, especially the gospels, but 
such an assumption is in need of revision or at 
least closer analysis for many texts. Several 
commentators (Arai, GUrtner, Kasser, Lely-
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veld, Menard), for example, take the phrase 
"the living one" or "the living Jesus" in Gos. 
Thorn. (Prologue and Log. 52, 59, 111) to 
identify the risen Jesus. It seems clear that the 
phrase is a reference to Jesus' heavenly being, 
rather than specifically to resUITected being, 
since he shares this attribute with his heavenly 
Father (Log. 37, 50). We should also note that 
there is no passion story within Gos. Thorn. to 
help in situating the Jesus figure as pre- or 
post-passion/resWTection, although there is an 
exhortation to take up one's cross in the way 
of Jesus (Log. 55). 

Cognitive Styles and Studies in Religion 

Edward F Crangle 
Department of Studies in Religion, University of Queensland 

Studies in Religion are qualified gener
ally by two view-points that stand in ap
parent opposition: 1) pluralism, wherein 
emphasis is placed on differences within 
religions1, and 2) globalism, which 
stresses identity or unity within religious 
phenomena2

. Philip Almond correctly ob
serves that " ... such order as has been cre
ated by us from the phenomena of 
religion and religions is the consequence, 
not of our coming to know the world as it 
is, but of our imposing a conceptual order 
upon it."3 Indeed, research in cognitive 
psychology suggests that the preferred 
cognitive style of the researcher deter
mines the organisation and presentation 
of collected information. That is to say, 
the indifferent data are appreciated ac
cording to the implicit mind-set of the re
searcher and subsequently organised to 
confonn, in this instance, to the preferred 
contexts of either pluralism or globalism. 
Cognisance of the roles of both cognitive 
styles in Studies in Religion permits a re-

searcher to recognise and accept not only 
the tremendous diversity of religious ex
perience but also the unity or global as
pect of religious experience. 

Cognitive psychologists speak of a 
continuum of cognition. Therein, they 
identify two preferred modes of perceiv
ing, here named 'analytical style' and 
'global style'4• These styles apply to nu
merous areas of the individual's psycho
logical functioning which include 
intellectual tasks such as problem solving 
as well as motivational operations5. Indi
viduals are consistent in the employment 
of their preferred cognitive style. 

Analytical cognisers have the ability 
to perceive items as discrete from their 
backgrounds; their development of high 
levels of psychological differentiation re
sults in analysis, and the subsequent struc
turing of experience whereby the self is 
rigidly detached from the environment6. 

That is to say, analytical perceivers are 
field-independent; they have strong ego-
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boundaries; and they sharply discriminate 
between the elements of existence. Inso
far as analytical perceivers see differ
ences in the world, they are 'pluralists'. 
Here, not only is analysis applied to the 
experience of immediate perceptions, but 
also to the ex~rience of symbolical mate
rial, ie thinking 7. Consequently, those 
who prefer the analytical style might per
ceive and think in tenns of various col
ours, distinct races, different religions, etc. 

People who prefer the global style of 
cognition are field-dependent. That is to 
say, the surrounding field or environment, 
in this instance, strongly influences per
ception; global cognisers fmd it difficult 
to separate items from their back
grounds8. Consequently, the perception of 
the self as segregated from the environ
ment is very limited; ie they have weak 
ego-boundaries. According to Witkin9, 

... people with a relatively field-dependent 
way· of perceiving have a less developed sense 
of their identity and of theirseparateness 
from others than do the more field-inde-
pendent perceivers. A self which ... in experi-
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ence easily "loses" itself in the field- is char
acteristic of people who tend to experience 
the body or any object as "fused" with its sur
roundings. 

Global perceivers thus place a gen
eral emphasis upon the connection, rather 
than the distinctions, between the ele
ments of existence. Insofar as global per
ceivers find similarity or identity in the 
world, they are 'globalists' or 'wholists'. 
Unlike the analytical perceiver, low levels 
of differentiation are applied to both the 
experience of immediate perception and 
the experience of symbolic material. As a 
result, global perceivers tend to see simi
larities rather than differences in the 
world. For e~ample, instead of categoris
ing people as blacks, whites, etc, global 
perceivers would think mainly of human
ity; the world, instead of being divided by 
boundaries or lines on a map, would be 
understood as united or one; reality is per
ceived as whole10

. The cognitive styles 
are summarised as follows: 

Continuum of Cognition ---------------· 

Analytical Style 

High differentiation 

Field-independent 

Strong ego-boundaries 

Sharp discrimination 

Emphasis on differences 

Pluralism 

The above models of perceiving, it 
was noted, penneate the individual's en
tire psychological functioning to influ
ence, among other operations, both 
intellectual tasks and motivational proc
esses. When the dynamics of preferred 
cognitive styles are applied to the fertile 
field of Studies in Religion, researchers 

Global Style 

Low differentiation 

Field-dependent 

Weak ego-boundaries 

Little discrimination 

Emphasis on identity 

Wholism 

impose a conceptual order upon religious 
phenomena in accordance with their pre
ferred cognitive style. That is to say, re
searchers who prefer the analytical mode 
of perception not only are motivated to 
look for diversity, but also perceive and 
find diversity in religious phenomena. 
Equally, the researchers who prefer the 
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global mode of perception look for and 
recognise similarity or unity in religious 
phenomena. The work of Steven Katz rep
resents a fine example of the analytical 
style. In his argument for the sheer diver
sity of religious experience, Katz states 11: 

Neither mystical experience nor more ordi
nary forms of experience give any indication, 
or any grounds for believing, that they are un
mediated . ... The notion ofunmediated experi
ence seems, if not self-contradictory, at best 
empty .... The Hindu mystic does not have an 
experience of x which he then describes in 
the, to him, familiar language and symbols of 
Hinduism, but rather he has a Hindu experi
ence, ie his experience is not an unmediated 
experience of x but is itself the partially pre
formed anticipated experience of Brahman . ... 
the nature of the Christian mystics pre-mysti
cal consciousness informs the mystical con
sciousness such that he experiences the 
mystical reality in terms of Jesus the Trinity, 
or a personal God, etc., rather than in terms 
of the non-personal ... Buddhist doctrine of 
nirvana. 

In apparent opposition to Katz, John 
Hick represents, in this instance, the 
global style of cognition by calling for a 
wholistic understandin¥ of the divine Re
ality. Hick decides that 2 

The ultimately real and the ultimately valu
able are one, and to give oneself freely and to
tally to this One is our final 
salvation/liberation/ enlig htenmentlfulfilment. 
... Let us then avoid the particular names used 
within the particular traditions and yet use a 
term which is consonant with the faith of each 
of them- Ultimate Reality, or the Real. 

Hick's argument thereafter displays a 
synthesis of analytical and global styles 
by calling for a theory which enables the 
researcher to simultaneously recognise 
both differences and identity in religious 
phenomena. That is to say, Hick further 
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proposes that the manifold modes of relig
ious experience constitute different expe
riences of the unitary Real13

. Hick's 
argument thus confirms the conclusion of 
the psychologist H A Witkin who states 
that " ... it is possible for a person to oper
ate at different levels of differentiation at 
different times or even at the same 
time." 14 In his emphasis on both the varie
ties and the universality of religious expe
rience, Hick joins other notable scholars 
such as William James, author of The Va
rieties of Religious Experience15• 

The hermeneutical application of the 
dynamics of preferred cognitive styles to 
my main area of research in eastern con
templative practices reveals interesting 
possibilities for future research into pre
ferred meditative styles and their associ
ated world-views or religious traditions. 
According to Graham Reed16

, experi
enced meditators 

... are people who are prepared to reject the 
hard-headed criteria of reality orientation 
which are normal in their culture for various 
reasons they are motivated to loosen their nor
mal conceptual bounds and cognitive organi
sations. At the same time, their motivation 
itself may well be associated with their nor
mal cognitive styles. 

In the association of cognitive styles 
with preferred meditative styles, the ana
lytical aspect of the continuum of cogni
tion relates to the mindfulness 
meditations (satipatthana) found in early 
Buddhism. In the elementary fonn of 
these practices, the meditator takes notice 
of all stimuli that arise with regard to 
body, feelings, mind, and mental con
tents. Here, emphasis is placed on observ
ing the different features of existence. For 
example, one would contemplate the 
body internally (ie in oneself) and exter
nally, the various parts of the body, etc. 
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The meditator would note also the length 
or shortness of the breath, various bodily 
postures, or even analyse the body into 
more impersonal components in order to 
gain some detachment from the body. 
Mindfulness practices thus involve dis
crimination wherein reality is dissected. 
Undoubtedly, these practices relate to the 
Buddhist notion regarding the plurality of 
the elements of existence. 

The global dimension of the contin
uum of cognition largely bears upon 
samatha practice or concentration medita
tion found predominantly in both Hindu
ism and Buddhism. If concentration 
practices are successful, the ego-bounda
ries (and any notion of separateness, ie as 
a subject set off against an object) evapo
rate. The problem then arises as to how to 
rationally describe this experience of 
unity as the use of language usually tends 
to be divisive. 

In subsequent meditative practices, 
early Buddhism amalgamates both con
centration and discrimination practices. In 
this instance, an experience of wholism is 
closely associated with analysis. The Bud
dhists say little of what they learn about 
this. Perhaps the meditator's realisation 
moves beyond any notion of being one 
with the world, as well as beyond the idea 
of being totally separate from the world. 
It seems that the meditator, in these cir
cumstances, must deal with an experience 
that incorporates, in some sense, both 
styles of cognition; ie the meditator is 
aware of the unity or wholeness of reality 
while being aware, simultaneously, of the 
separateness or different aspects of real
ity. A more mundane realisation might 
permit one to recognise the individual 
races of the world while simultaneously 
seeing their interconnectedness, or the 
fact that they are somehow intimately re
lated. This reconciliation is best ex-
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pressed in the integrative philosophy of 
Hua-yen ("Flower-Garland") Buddhism 
by the analogy of the waves and the 
ocean. In one sense, the waves are sepa
rate and different from the ocean; in an
other sense, the waves are the ocean. 
Similarly, physicists talk about light be
ing, in one sense, a particle, and, in an
other sense, a wave: perhaps it is both, 
maybe it is neither. In 'the world as it is', 
the particle and the wave articulate two 
conceptual orders of the scientific view. 

The above examples of cognitive 
styles demonstrate the creation of concep
tual order from the phenomena of religion 
and religions. However, 'the world as it 
is' remains independent of the re
searcher's mode of perception and its sub
sequent expression. In the creative 
formation and articulation of conscious 
experience, the view of 'the world as it is' 
becomes refracted by the preferred cogni
tive style of the researcher into either a 
pluralistic view or globalistic view (or 
some synthesis of both). In the continuum 
of cognition, each cognitive style is inde
pendently valid. For this reason, both plu
ralistic and globalistic view-points in 
Studies in Religion should be recognised 
as equally legitimate. 

This paper, by drawing attention to 
preferred cognitive styles and their roles 
in Studies in Religion, tentatively calls for 
the conscious, eclectic synthesis of ap
proaches to the study of 'the world as it 
. ,17 Th . d.. . Is . at IS to say, present con ItiOns m 
Studies in Religion engender the opportu
nity for an evolution of our conceptual ex
pression in order to create to an ontology 
that, while rich in contradiction, more ac
curately reflects the nature of the mate
rial. Such an approach does not aim 
necessarily for consensus, but a richer un
derstanding of the complexity and related
ness of the material without surrendering 
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either integrity or the ideals which guide 
the researcher in Studies in Religion. 
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